Honeywell MOS at Colorado Springs

Making a world of difference is what Honeywell's Solid State Product Center is all about. The MOS department is looking for professionally secure people interested in a rapidly expanding MOS venture at Honeywell's Solid State Product Center in the Pike's Peak region of Colorado. Mature self motivated individuals with experience in:

- Device Physics
- Photolithography
- Thin Film deposition
- Plasma etching
- Advanced diffusion technology

are needed to help a new manufacturing enterprise grow in technology and continue its successful penetration of MOS markets.

SSPC has positions available in other departments such as:

- Contract Administration Supervisor
- Test Supervisor
- Facilities Engineer
- Bipolar Device Engineer
- Bipolar Process Engineer (2nd shift)
- Bipolar Process Engineer (Generalist — CVD, Diff. /Photo)

Your career is under your control at Honeywell SSPC, where Management by objective is more than a cliche.

To find out how your experience relates to these career opportunities, send your resume to:

Tony Goggans
Honeywell
Solid State Products Center
1150 E. Cheyenne Mountain Blvd.
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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